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Abstract
Collaborative Software Engineering (CSE) is a rapidly growing field of
research, with commercial tools starting to incorporate new collaborative
features into their currently single-user products. We have undertaken
an empirical evaluation to investigate the envisaged benefits of code-level
collaboration for tools that we have developed. Results of our evaluation show that for two typical programming scenarios, collaborative tools
achieve task completion rates that are at least twice as fast as their conventional counterparts. Additionally, for a number of subjective aspects,
the participants were strongly in favour of using the new tools. From
these results, we are encouraged to continue developing our collaborative
tools, and to investigate other aspects of such tools within the context of
CSE.
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1

Introduction

Software Engineering appears to be more demand-driven from industry than
most other areas of Computer Science research. This can be seen by the adaptation of object-oriented programming—a paradigm changing event that was
initiated on perceived benefits and positive case studies rather than by prior
scientific research. Very little empirical research has been conducted related to
code-level collaboration, yet both Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
designers and end users appear enthusiastic about the current trend of support
for collaborative development.
It is therefore a worthy task to undertake a user evaluation into Collaborative
Software Engineering (CSE) in order to investigate and solidify the perceived
benefits from the aspect of empirical software engineering research. We are
also well suited to perform an evaluation at this point in time, as we have just
completed the development of a new set of CSE tools which were originally
reported in [5, 8].
The main premise of our research is that enabling more collaborative software engineering through advanced tool support will in turn raise the very
restricted levels of communication within current software engineering practice.
To validate this premise, we will compare CSE tools with their conventional
counterparts, with the aim of showing scenarios where the collaborative tools
are better.
The term better, however, is difficult to define objectively within empirical
software engineering research. The definition of better for CSE tools can have
many meanings—faster task completion rates, easier to use, fewer bugs in the
resultant programs, more tolerance to large groups, encouragement of greater
communication between programmers, better program comprehension, better
awareness of other programmers’ changes to name a few. Additionally, it is
difficult to define the range of allowable values for external factors that affect
the evaluation, such as size, type and difficulty of evaluation tasks, experience
of participants, tools to be used within the control group, and features of the
tools being evaluated.
Accordingly, it appears highly challenging to design a test that can evaluate
all aspects of software engineering within a single context. We have therefore
limited the evaluation presented in this paper to the objective measurement of
task completion rates for mechanically scripted tasks between pairs of collaborating users, as well as gathering subjective measures such as user preferences.
Our hypothesis is therefore that collaborative tools give task completion rates
superior to those of their conventional counterparts for selected typical coding
scenarios.
This paper gives full details of the experiment, including the methodology,
environment configuration and results. It is intended that this paper provides
enough details so that the experiment can be reproduced by other researchers
for comparison against other systems and types of users.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives a brief
overview of CSE and related tools. Section 3 presents the CSE tools used within
the evaluation, including design and implementation details. Section 4 describes
the evaluation method in full detail, and section 5 reports the results from the
user trial. Section 6 discusses the key threats to validity of the results, and
section 7 provides a discussion of the entire evaluation. Finally, conclusions and
3

topics for future work are presented in section 8.

2

Background

In the last year many of the major commercial IDEs have taken significant steps
towards code-level real time collaboration. Of the four Java IDEs that have the
largest market shares, two of them now support shared development facilities,
and all four environments are promising more to come in the next major releases.
Eclipse [10] is arguably the most popular development environment for Java,
and has the support of many of the industry’s largest corporations. While
Eclipse itself does not support code-level collaboration, a new subproject called
the Eclipse Communication Framework [17] aims to allow the eclipse code repository and project model to be shared and collaboratively edited. The API to
perform basic sharing is available now, along with some example client applications.
Borland’s JBuilder [9] is another of the main IDEs in the Java development
market. It terms of collaboration it supports real-time remote refactoring and
integrates the StarTeam project management suite. Similarly, Sun’s JSE [16]
already supports a collaborative code editor and instant messaging channels,
with more plans for code-level collaboration in the next release.
Aside from fully-featured IDEs, many specialist tools support collaborative
modes of work. Poseiden enterprise edition, for example, allows the authoring in
real time of UML documents by any number of users in a distributed setting [2].
There are also collaborative plug-ins available for Oracle and Rational’s IDEs,
bringing them into the market for code-level collaborative development tools.
Within the field of research, there are numerous specific and ambitious software engineering tools to accommodate a range of tasks. For collaborative
change impact reporting the Palantir architecture exists [21]. To visualise the activity of large shared code bases, the Augur visualisation suite may be used [11].
For web-based shared UML editing, Rosetta is a well known tool [12], and for
distributed eXtreme Programming a new framework called Moomba has been
recently been published [20].
A tool that is indirectly related to CSE yet potentially very influential is
SubEthaEdit [19]. This is a shared text editor for the MacOS operating system,
and it recently won the MacOS X Innovators Award for best application. It has
no specific Software Engineering abilities except for basic syntax and method
highlighting, but if it continues to gain popularity with software developers then
IDEs might have to implement similar interfaces due to user demand.
Despite the flow of ideas for collaborative tools and frameworks, there have
been very few empirical evaluations into CSE tools, technologies and concepts.
While a multitude of empirical research has been published for the fields of
Groupware and Human-Computer Interaction, CSE tools can be more ambitious
in design and harder to evaluate. Even at a broader level, there is not a lot of
empirical research into general Software Engineering when compared to related
fields.
This background has listed selected tools and research projects related to
CSE. For a detailed annotated bibliography on the CSE tools mentioned above,
and related areas of research, please refer to [4].
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3

Tool Overview

The CAISE architecture, as described originally in [5, 8], allows for the rapid
development of fully featured CSE tools. Before discussing the evaluation of two
CAISE-based tools as described in this paper, this section introduces the latest
version of CAISE tools, their basic functionality, and the background concepts
to synchronous collaboration.
The authors of the Concurrent Versioning System (CVS) say “CVS is no
substitute for communication” [1]. We concur that other code repository systems do no better. Therefore, the basis for the CAISE set of collaborative
software engineering tools was to allow programmers to work collaboratively
without sacrificing communication. The CAISE tools achieve this by keeping
all programmers group synchronised in real time, and at the same time providing
user awareness and project state information to the individual tools.
The CAISE architecture and supporting tools do not aim to replace systems
such as CVS; the ability to work in private at times and to be able to keep
different versions of programs separate are features that very few programmers
could do without. Our tools are designed support what code repositories do not
provide: communication between developers and tools during fine-grained real
time collaboration.
The CAISE infrastructure does not impose a specific methodology onto
CAISE-based tools, but tool developers can implement particular methodologies
if and when required.
Our system is ideal for distributed pair programming. We call it N-programming
as there is no theoretical limit to the number of people and types of tools that can
collaborate at any point in time. This is a significant advance over conventional
pair programming where up until now, collaborative technology limitations have
restricted programmers considerably.
Over the last twelve months we have worked intensively on two existing
CAISE-based tools to provide a realistic Software Engineering environment;
these tools are presented in figure 1. Recent improvements include:
• A relaxed-WYSIWIS display for all tools
• Round-trip engineering between all tools
• Collaborative undo within the editor
• An adjustable level of collaborative scope when compiling the project
• The artifacts panel now displays the current compilation state of each
artifact
• The editor provides remote modification highlighting and tele-carets
• Considerable user interface improvements have been made to accommodate the constantly changing state of each users display
• CVS has been integrated to allow a CAISE project to access a central
code repository

5

(a) A Java code editor. When viewed
in colour the remote text highlighting
and tele-carets are visible.

(b) A UML class diagrammer. Remote user positions are indicated
by blue markers.

Figure 1: CAISE development tools with CSCW awareness support.
By incorporating a CVS into the tools, a large set of developers can be
partitioned into several CAISE sub-projects, with CVS employed to synchronise
between sub-projects. See [7] for more details on this concept.
Please refer to [7] for the full documentation on the latest version of these
tools, how they maintain synchronisation with the CAISE server, and how to
develop new CAISE-based Software Engineering tools. Demonstrations of the
tools as they execute numerous tasks are available from www.cosc.canterbury.
ac.nz/clc/cse. This includes a demonstration of the tools operating in conventional mode as they encounter and resolve a typical merge conflict.

3.1

Controlling Crosstalk During Compilation

Unexpected real time code modifications by other users, whilst surprising, do not
significantly degrade a developers ability to work within a collaborative setting.
If one developer is working on the same line of code as another developer, it is
likely to be beneficial if both parties pause and discuss the current activities,
although programmers may choose to ignore the presence of others and carry
on development. A major problem with real time development, however, is that
of compiling code during a time of concurrent development activity.
Ideally, if one developer makes a change that is unrelated to the area of the
program that another developer is currently working on, the second developer
should not necessarily be placed in a position where he or she is prevented from
compiling. This principle, known as private work, is one of the key elements to
CVS and related repositories. For CSE tools, however, if the first developer has
not completed their changes, or their changes are syntactically or semantically
incorrect, the project will fail to complete its build even for the second user
6

as the entire project is shared in real time. To resolve this problem, we have
refined the project build panel with a special collaborative view feature, which
is presented in figure 2.

Figure 2: Tools Panel with adjustable levels of project crosstalk.

The view facility within the project tools panel allows compilation to take
place from within three different modes: current, last parseable and last buildable. These modes are depicted in figure 3. In current mode, the panel attempts
to build the latest version of the code, which will fail if any recent remote changes
have broken the build. In last parseable mode, the build only takes into account
the last syntactically correct version of each file. This way, if a remote programmer is current editing a file, the changes will only take affect once the code is
properly formed. In last buildable mode, the panel will produce an executable
based on the last version of the program that had no build errors.

Figure 3: The various modes of collaborative scope when compiling from within
a CAISE tool.
This has proved to be a particularly useful feature for real collaborative
software engineering, and we suggest it should be employed as a global strategy.
It may provide an alternative to partitioning a collaborative group in the case
of exceeding a tolerance threshold for remote user activity.
7

3.2

Implementation Notes

Implementing collaborative tools of any nature is a difficult task. To assist in
implementing CSE tools, the CAISE framework provides support for concurrent
artifact management and persistence, user management, a distributed event
model, and a plug-ins interface for adding new languages and server capabilities.
While the tools presented here appear may appear relatively intuitive to
design and implement, the coding effort to build fully-synchronous tools was
considerable even with the support of the CAISE infrastructure. An example
of the complex implementation process is collaborative undo. To support a realistic software engineering experiment, it was decided that undo needed to be
supported within the text editor. Without undo, a mistake could be very costly
to correct, which would confound the task completion rates and would also be
likely to negatively affect the participants’ survey answers. Implementing collaborative undo, where the local user’s changes in a file are treated differently from
all remote users, is an extremely challenging task within the field of Computer
Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) [22].

4

Evaluation Method

It is a challenging task to design a valid Software Engineering experiment of
any kind. For this reason many software engineers leave the task of empirical
evaluations to that of other disciplines within Computer Science, disciplines
such as Computer-Human Interaction where the number of variables to address
are fewer and the difficulty of isolating them is considerably less.
For those willing to design a credible Software Engineering experiment, the
first aspect is to determine precisely what it is we are measuring: task completion
times, software quality and bug rates, robustness and quality of design, and
other subjective measures such as perceived effort and frustration. Following
that, we may need to either isolate or explicitly control independent variables
such as the scope of the task, participants’ familiarity with the tool set, team
size and individual roles, and the type of task being performed. Additionally,
we need to address potentially confounding factors such as programmer abilities
and learning effects. Without isolating the independent variables and addressing
confounding factors, a vast number of variables could affect and distort our
findings.
Given that is is possible to identify a dependent variable, isolate and control
the independent variables, and remove all confounding secondary factors, there
are still two considerable issues to consider for software engineering experiments:
is the experiment still at a level realistic enough to show an effect that is globally
useful; and if an effect is observed, is it possible to claim causality rather than
just a correlation.
Once the researcher has convinced himself that such an experiment can be
designed to show causality and global significance, he can move on to perhaps the
toughest question facing CSE research: what should CSE systems be compared
against to give an objective and useful comparison?

8

4.1

Aim and Purpose

A concern of ours that has also been shown elsewhere is that programmers do
not use collaborative systems as much as they can and arguably should [13].
This experiment aims to show that a set of real-time collaborative tools not
only provide a more efficient alternative to concurrent program editing with
CVS, but participants also prefer using the new tools.
There are many perceived benefits of using CSE tools: faster task completion
rates, greater levels of team efficiency, greater understanding of local and remote
changes, less or no delay between file updates, fewer or no merge conflicts, and
higher levels of communication between programmers. These are all anecdotal
claims however; very little empirical research has been conducted in terms of
supporting data.
We can only assert a small number of claims in any one trial. Therefore,
our primary goal is to illustrate the achievement of faster task completion times
using our collaborative tools when compared to an equivalent set of tasks using
conventional code repository practices.
As a subjective measure we also aim to assert perceived levels of code change
understanding, frustration, success and effort that are more favourable to the
collaborative tools than their conventional counterparts.
Finally, we also take the opportunity to ask how much users are likely to
use CSE tools in an array of settings. It will be most beneficial to discover
if the participants embrace or dismiss the concepts behind the tools. It has
been a fear that even though the tools appear superior to us as their designers,
‘real’ users will not like them regardless of the actual efficiency levels. Empirical
evaluations of other tools that seemed a good idea at the time have not always
gone according to the researchers’ expectations [3].
An auxiliary benefit of this trial is that we can assert that the tools hold
up to the fairly intensive test of use by complete outsiders. If the tools reduce
task completion times and are favoured by the users, this allows us to confirm
that their design, implementation and user interfaces are at least satisfactory in
terms of suitability for broad-scale Software Engineering.

4.2

Participants

For this experiment, 12 postgraduate Computer Science students were used,
which represented the entire class for an advanced Object Oriented design
course. By selecting this class we were confident that we had participants who
were interested and experienced in Software Engineering. We also could rely on
all participants having at least minimal operational experience in source code
repositories and group work. The students possessed grade point averages ranging from satisfactory to excellent. While all participants were male with an
even spread of ages from 21 to 30, this is a fairly representative sample of the
professional software development population.
After identification of the likely participants, they were left to organise themselves into groups of two. Upon formation of the six groups, most pairs had
worked with each other in some Software Engineering context over the last two
years.
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4.3

Physical Layout

Each evaluation session involved a pair of participants, with the layout of participants and equipment presented in figure 4. As the physical location of participants had the potential to alter the task completion rates, the environment
for the evaluations was kept constant for the duration of this experiment. For
this experiment, the configuration of the environment was designed to be representative of a typical co-located programming setting.

Figure 4: Evaluation layout of experiment.

The participants worked within two meters of each other but the monitors
were only in line of sight if they looked over their shoulder to that of the other
participant. In this configuration, the participants were able to directly observe
and possibly circumvent the activities of each other, but only if they made the
conscious effort to draw themselves from their own work. They were at all times
able to communicate with each other orally without impairment. Finally, the
experiment was held in an isolated office without any risk of interruption or
interference.
An interesting point to note is that in a co-located setting such as the one
provided for this experiment, it is possible for one participant to observe the
work status of the other just by listening for keyboard typing.

4.4

Apparatus

Both the desktop workstations and the CAISE server ran the Fedora Core 3
operating system with the Linux 2.6.9-SMP kernel. The CAISE architecture
was compiled with Sun’s Java 1.5.0 Standard Edition compiler and executed
with the corresponding Hot-spot virtual machine.
The desktop workstations were 32-bit Dells with a single Intel Pentium-4
2.8GHz CPU. The CAISE server was a 64-bit ASUS machine with dual AMD
Opteron 2.0 GHz CPUs. All machines had 2 Gb of primary memory.
The desktop workstations hosted the standard Gnome X desktop running
at 1600 by 1200 resolution. On each machine ran a local instance of the CAISE
server process and the two CAISE tool applications. No other applications ran
on the workstations apart from the core Linux services. The server ran without
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a display, again running only the core Linux services and the CAISE server
process.
The communication medium between the participating machines was a 100
Mbps switched Ethernet network, dedicated for the use of the participants’
desktop machines and the CAISE server.

4.5

Procedure

As explained in section 4.1, it is difficult to design an evaluation where a fair
comparison of conventional and collaborative tools can be made. In this section
we provide details of an experiment that negates as many confounding effects
as possible for a set of realistic programming tasks, and isolates the dependent
variable of task completion rates for objective measuring.
It is important to emphasise that we are investigating core speed in terms of
task completion rates. To do this, we must equalise the effects of programmer
ability, physical and mental effort of tasks, task types and scope, and effects of
different tools within the evaluation. By isolating these effects we have derived
an evaluation that appears somewhat mechanical, but we do in turn achieve a
fair measure of the core comparative speeds of the tools. A number of external
factors will affect the overall efficiency and effectiveness of collaborative tools,
but the experiment will still give us a useful and reliable insight of the CSE
tools.
4.5.1

Experimental Design

This section outlines the basic evaluation plan. For the full details of each aspect
of the evaluation, please refer to the corresponding related sections within this
paper.
Each evaluation session takes approximately one hour per participant group,
and only one group is evaluated at a time. The evaluation examined two tool
modes: conventional and collaborative, and two work modes: between files
changes and within file changes. This equates to four tasks per evaluation
session, as presented in table 4.5.5.
All tasks were performed primarily in the editor. The UML diagrammer was
available for visualisation of the changing program structure and for user presence awareness. In collaborative mode, the tasks could be performed using the
real-time file sharing support of the tools. In conventional tool mode, the participants were able to share and synchronise their files with inbuilt code repository
support. The code repository interface was minimal to avoid confounding the
experiment, as explained in section 4.5.2. We believe that although we are
comparing two different modes of work, conventional versus collaborative, this
comparison is fair. Code repositories are the mainstream technology for collaborative software engineering, the only other commercial option today is pair
programming with a shared keyboard and display.
For both types of tasks, there was a deliberate and unavoidable conflict
between the instructions for both participants. Between-files tasks were such
as renaming a method for one participant while the second participant made a
new call to the method using the original name. Within-file tasks were such as
changing the structure of a complex control statement by one participant while
the second participant changed a conditional within the control statement. To
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eliminate any variance caused by differing programmer abilities within groups,
or by differences in coordinated actions between groups, all tasks were scripted
and synchronised for each user.
Each task was hand timed, and students were instructed to work as fast
as possible without rushing; this ensured that the participants were focused on
completion rates rather than collaboration. To achieve the tasks, however, a
degree of collaboration was inevitable. This gives us confidence that the evaluation environment was realistic. The participants had a brief reading period
before being timed, where they could clarify any questions related to the task.
The participants were not permitted to discuss the task with each other at this
stage, however. They could only communicate with each other when completing
the task, both face-to-face and by observing the feedback from the tools.
When the inevitable conflict within each task was discovered, normally by
completing the scripted instructions and recompiling the code, the participants
were then instructed to access an answer sheet which contained the predetermined resolution for the given task. Under normal conditions programmers
would discuss and resolve the conflict themselves, but again we needed to remove this factor from the experiment. Timing would stop as soon as the problem was corrected, the code compiled and synchronised, and the program was
demonstrated to execute correctly on the workstations of both users.
All evaluation tasks were based on a simple 1000 line graphical Java application. The program consisted of eleven classes within a package that displayed
several animated sequences. While the program was relatively trivial, it did
contain some fairly complex design idioms such as behavioral, creational and
structural design patterns, use of collections classes, graphics code and eventbased actions. It was easy for participants to assert that their changes had
taken effect; the program at startup would show the animations in their current
state which could be immediately verified for correctness. A screen-shot of the
program in a typical state is presented in figure 5.

Figure 5: The graphical interface of the program being modified during the
evaluation sessions.
Upon completion of each task a survey was given to each participant to
answer in private. This allows us to compare the participants’ perceived levels of
frustration, success and effort for each tool mode and task type. Finally, another
survey was completed at the end of each evaluation session, giving us a subjective
summary of each users preferences and comments for later comparison.
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4.5.2

Supporting a Minimal Code Repository Interface

For this experiment, it was very important to make interactions between the
source code repository and the client tools as simple as possible. If the interface
to the repository was cumbersome or complicated, it would greatly skew the
task completion rates that we are measuring.
We used CVS as the underlying repository, but the users were not aware
of this technicality. For our tool, CVS was encapsulated simply as a high level
and generic code repository. This is similar to the simple manner in which a
Wiki Web supports different versions of files, even though a complicated code
repository system is employed on the Wiki server.
Advanced users of CVS and other source code configuration systems will
know how to use its features to avoid potential merge conflicts and transactional errors [13]. We are not looking at advanced users however, although we
do address this type of user in section 6. Therefore, we assume an average programming ability and only simple use of a code repository system is required,
described and supported.
For this evaluation we decided to build code repository support into our own
set of tools. Accordingly, when the tools are started in conventional mode, they
keep all changes to files isolated from other users and changes between users
can be synchronised through a code repository menu. This menu is presented
in figure 6.

Figure 6: The syntax directed CVS interface.

Not only did we want the code repository to be a simple as possible to
use, and accordingly as fast as possible, we also wanted to ensure that our
participants did not make errors when synchronising their source files. We are
well aware that many users struggle with systems such as CVS; typical problems
include forgetting to download and work on the latest version of the repository,
forgetting to upload new or modified files back to the repository, and checking-in
a subset of files that build locally but will break the repository’s version of the
program.
Given the collaboration-intense nature of the evaluation tasks, we were certain that mistakes were likely if a conventional code repository interface was
provided. Accordingly, we developed a syntax directed interface to the repository where only valid repository actions could be made given a set of local files
and a central code repository. Participants can only upload their files if they
have modified the latest version from the code repository. Similarly, the option
to download newer files from the repository is only available if the participant’s
local version is out-of-date. If the download option is available, a merge of all
newer repository files and the local copy is made automatically upon completion
of the download. This allows the user to upload the newly formed set of local
files once all required changes have been made, if any, without risking uploading
an out-of-date set of files.
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Another aspect of the code repository interface is that it performs the upload
and download actions as a batch where all files are included for transfer. This
way we avoid problems where files are accidentally excluded resulting in skewed
sets of file between other users and the code repository. Participants only have
to be aware that they need to upload all their changes before finishing the
task. This ensures that the two users’ sets of files will be synchronised before
completion of the evaluation task; the second user will be forced to perform a
download and merge before the upload option becomes available for checking
back into the repository.
It took many prototype designs and pilot studies to create the code repository interface presented here. We believe that this type of syntax directed
interface is a highly appropriate mechanism to support making a comparison
between conventional and collaborative software engineering. We are able to
compare the essential differences between the two modes of work, but we no
longer have to address factors such as the time it can take to type in code
repository commands or to navigate through a cumbersome repository interface, getting the code repository commands right for the current state of the
local files and the global repository, and the imbalance of repository experience
levels between participants.
As an aside, many users commented on how intuitive and easy-to-use the
code repository interface was, and they would like the same interface on all of
their usual Software Engineering tools.
4.5.3

Tool Modes

As this experiment compared conventional versus collaborative software engineering task completion rates, we required our set of tools to run in both collaborative and conventional modes. In this manner, as long as the code repository
interface is minimal, there should be no confounding factors in terms of tool
type—the participants can use the same tool for both tasks, with very little
practical difference between the two tool modes.
When the tools were operating in collaborative mode, a central server was
responsible for supporting communication between all participating tools and
for keeping code synchronised in real time between participants. In conventional
mode, the central server was not employed; a local instance of the server process
was used to maintain code at the scope of each individual workstation. To
synchronise the code modifications between participants, the code repository
interface would access a CVS server on a local network file system partition.
The learning effects of individual tool modes is addressed in section 4.5.5.
Additionally, to keep the workstation memory loads constant between tool
modes, a local copy of the server process ran on each workstation in collaborative mode, albeit redundant.
4.5.4

Task Types

This evaluation assessed two types of task completion rates. One was for task
completion rates of between files changes, the other was within files changes.
Collaborative software engineering is normally a combination of both types of
programmer/file interaction, but we need to treat both cases separately in order
to remove any effect of interaction on task completion rates.
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All tasks within both sets were designed to generate some sort of conflict
between the two participants. For between-files tasks, a transactional conflict
would occur, meaning there is a problem with the program semantics as a result
of the concurrent modifications. A transactional conflict is one where the syntax
of the changes is legal, but a semantic error would result once both participants’
modifications were synchronised. For example, one user might rename a method
while the second participant would make a new call to the method by the original
name. Only when the files are synchronised and the resulting code is rebuilt
will the error be exposed.
For between-files tasks, a merge conflict would result after each participant
had made their change and synchronised their code, meaning that there is a
problem with the program’s syntax as a result of the concurrent modifications.
A merge conflict results from overlapping modifications to separate local copies
of a source file; when the code repository system attempts to synchronise the
changes from multiple users it fails because of there is no deterministic way of
forming a final, conflict-free version of the file.
As an example of a merge conflict, one participant could be editing a sequence of statements within a method so that instead of evaluating several complicated conditionals, the code is refactored as a more comprehensible switch/select
block. At the same time, the other participant might be editing a second copy
of the original file so that one of the conditionals is simplified syntactically. In
this case, most code repository systems would give a merge conflict error where
it is up to the participants to resolve the merge conflict manually and resubmit
the final version to the code repository.
4.5.5

Order of Groups and Tasks

The order of groups in which the evaluations were held and the order of tasks
that each group performed are presented in table 4.5.5 (Cv stands for conventional mode, Cb stands for collaborative mode. T1 and T3 are between-files
tasks, T2 and T4 are within-files tasks). Careful consideration was given to the
design of task ordering between groups; the main objective was to negate or
minimise any learning effect of tool mode and task type.
Group
1
2
3
4
5
6

Task Configuration
CvT1 CvT2 CbT3
CvT1 CvT2 CbT3
CvT1 CvT2 CbT3
CbT1 CbT2 CvT3
CbT1 CbT2 CvT3
CbT1 CbT2 CvT3

CbT4
CbT4
CbT4
CvT4
CvT4
CvT4

Order
1 2
4 3
1 3
4 2
3 2
1 4

3
2
2
3
4
2

4
1
4
1
1
3

Table 1: Task types, tool modes and order of tasks.
We used each pair of participants for both the treatment and the control
group. To make this possible we employed separate yet similar tasks for each
tool mode; this is the reason why there are two tasks for each task type. By using
the each group as a treatment and control, we negate any imbalance between
individual groups. If one group is exceptionally good or bad at a given task,
they are likely to produce the same result for both tool modes.
To reduce the risk of a learning affect on task type or tool mode, each group
had a different order of task type and tool mode. Group one, for example, first
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did both tasks in conventional mode and then collaborative mode. Group two
did both tasks in collaborative mode first, followed by conventional mode. From
table 4.5.5 we can also see that the task modes were also alternated between
groups. If there was any learning effect from task type or tool mode, it was
likely to be countered by the nature of the group and task assignments.
Since participants acted as both the control and treatment group, the only
other confounding factor could come from differences within the sets of tasks.
While it may at first seem relatively simple to create two similar tasks for a each
task type, in practice this was quite challenging to achieve. We needed to ensure
that the tasks were distinct to reduce any learning affect yet nearly identical
in terms of syntax, semantics, typing effort and conflict resolution actions to
ensure that the tasks were objectively comparable.
In section 4.5.9 we show that from analysis of the experiment results there
was no significant difference between any pair of task types for each tool mode.
Again, if there was a significant difference within a set of tasks of the same
type, due to the design of the group and task order, the impact would be largely
negated.
4.5.6

Training Manual

Participants were given an intense 30 minute training session prior to completion
of the evaluation tasks. It is hoped that by giving a thorough training, learning
effects of tools and task types were minimised. To assist the training period, a
training manual was given to each participant a few days prior to the evaluation
session. This gave the participant a chance to gain an overview of the tools and
tasks, and allowed him or her to prepare questions for the training session.
The training manual provided the participants with an overview of the code
repository system, how to operate the code repository within the evaluation
tools, how the real time editor and awareness support components operate, and
how the basic editing and compiling functionality works for both tool modes,
such as cut, copy, paste, undo, compile and run. An excerpt from the training
manual is given in appendix A.1. The appendix also gives details on how to
obtain a full electronic copy of the training manual.
Training Tasks Within the training manual there are four mechanicallyscripted tasks to complete. Two of the tasks are conflict-free, the remaining
two contain inevitable conflicts. Two of the tasks involve within files changes,
the remaining two involve between files changes. The four tasks are performed
by each pair of users firstly using the tools in conventional mode, and then again
with the tools in collaborative mode. An excerpt from the training tasks sheet
is given in appendix A.2.
Answer Sheet Each conflicting task within the training session has a prescribed resolution. When the participants encounter a conflict, they are instructed to refer to the training tasks answer sheet for the correct resolution.
The answer sheet simply details which parts of the code need to be replaced,
and what these lines of code need to be replaced with. Upon correct resolution
of the conflicting code changes, the program should compile again, and the task
is then considered to be complete. An excerpt of the training tasks answer sheet
is also given in the appendix.
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4.5.7

Evaluation Tasks

The evaluation tasks were again mechanically scripted for each participant, with
check-boxes on the manuscripts to help prevent participants from skipping instructions or performing operations in an incorrect order. As in the training
tasks, an answer sheet was provided to resolve the resultant conflict from the
two sets of changes. An excerpt of the evaluation tasks sheet and answers is
given in appendix A.3.
Each participant worked as fast as they could on their set of instructions,
and the first group member to complete his work, including recompiling the code
and verifying that the application still worked properly, could submit his work
to the code repository first and not have to deal with any potential transactional
or merge conflicts. In all cases, the participant who finished his tasks second
had the task of correcting the now exposed conflict. For the tasks that were
performed in collaborative mode, the issue of which participant did the code
correction was determined by whoever discovered the conflict.
4.5.8

User Survey

A survey was given to each participant to complete in private at end of each
task. The aim of the survey was to provide a comparison between the evaluation
tool for the current mode and given task type against any previous experience
of collaborative Software Engineering tools.
For this survey we used NASA-TLX questions to determine and compare
the perceived effort, success and frustration levels of each participant [14]. By
using the standard NASA-TLX questions, we make our results available for
comparison against any other related studies that use the same survey technique.
We also added some additional subjective questions related to the understanding
of code changes and the perceived ease of file control.
A survey was also given at end of each session. This was purely for feedback
on the underlying concepts of our system, such as did the participant like the
concept of real time code sharing and editing, and would the user consider using
such systems if they were made available.
The questions for both surveys are given in the results section, and the full
surveys are given in appendix A.4. For both types of survey we used a 20 point
Likert scale in all questions; this is conventional for most NASA-TLX surveys
as it gives a far more accurate and robust representation than conventional five
point scales.
4.5.9

Statistical Validity

We need to ensure that any use of statistics is valid and justifiable before we
analyse the data and report the results. Aspects to consider when looking at the
statistical validity of empirical software engineering tasks include the choice of
statistical test, design of the experiment to eliminate confounding factors, and
post-evaluation analysis of data to ensure it fits with test.
Choice of Test We selected one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for this
evaluation. We are testing to see if there is any statistically significant difference
between the sample means, where separate tests are conducted for within files
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and between files tasks. In the case of this evaluation there were only two means
to compare, so a two-sample t-test could have been used to give identical results.
We did not investigate interactions (two-way ANOVA) of tool mode and task
type. This would be an interesting aspect to explore, but it is not the focus
of this study. While we can not rule out that there could be some interaction
between the task type and tool mode, our study focused on specifically isolating
each task type.
From literature related to the use of empirical statistical analysis [15], it is
safe to assert a statistically significant, valid and meaningful difference between
two means if:
• The power of the test is not too high. A high power test is susceptible
to asserting that a negligible difference between two means is statistically
significant.
• All samples are a simple random survey (SRS) of the population, where the
population follows a normal or near-normal distribution. This also implies
that the samples should follow normal or near-normal distributions with
similar standard deviations to each other.
• The sample sizes are the same or similar to each other.
• The measures of both samples are independent of each other.
• There is no bias in the experimental design.
A related point to raise is that of a low powered test. If the aim of the
experiment is to assert that two or more means are the same, then a low power
test should not be used. A low power test which asserts that means are no
different risks a considerable possibility of being incorrect.
We believe that the evaluation has not breached any of the above guidelines,
and therefore the results of the statistical tests are significant, uncompromised,
and genuinely useful and applicable to the field of CSE research. Justification
of this claim is provided in the remainder of this section.
Design of Trial A common criticism of statistical tests is that unless there
is a large number of observed values, the results are not valid due to the low
statistical power of the test. This criticism is only valid when asserting similarities between a set of means, not differences. For the evaluation presented in
this paper, we are only interested in finding a statistically significant difference
between the task completion rates for two tool modes; if any difference is found
then it is valid.
To assert a difference is a challenging task, however. We require means
quite distant from each other, and standard deviations small enough that they
do not overlap. To achieve both of these characteristics from the data we would
normally require a large, high power sample to reduce the standard deviation
size, or data that genuinely are from populations with well separated means.
For this evaluation the sample sizes were all the same within each statistical
test. Additionally, we are comfortable claiming that the pool of participants
was representative of the population, and can be considered as a SRS. This is
discussed further in section 6.
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If we tested the two tool modes on the entire population we would expect
an approximately normal distribution of completion rates—most users would
complete the tasks near the population mean, with a decreasing number of
outliers either side of the mean. In other words, we foresee no skew or flatly
uniform distribution if the entire population were to be sampled.
We can safely assert that the task completion rates taken from both samples were independent of each other. In the case of this evaluation, the two
samples actually consisted of the same set of participants, but being examined
under different tool modes. As long as the learning effect was negligible, then
independent measures could be assumed.
As discussed in previous sections, we have taken strong steps to eliminate
or reduce any bias within the experimental design. Potential sources of bias are
learning effects on tool mode and task type, and we have taken steps to eliminate
this. We have also taken steps to remove any other confounding factors such
as programmer ability and scope of tasks by isolating and mechanising the
experiment as much as possible. A classic source of bias in evaluations where
students are enlisted as participants is that of self-selected data. We eliminated
this risk by ensuring that the entire class took part in the evaluation, not just
the students who showed interest.
Post Data Analysis After completing the evaluations and collecting the raw
task completion rates and survey responses, it was possible to verify our assertions of normally distributed samples and equivalent sample standard deviations.
The first step in any post-data analysis is to plot the results and confirm
that the distribution looks normal and the standard deviations are also of approximately the correct magnitude. In the case of this experiment the data for
both the objective measures and the subjective measures appeared satisfactory.
To formally test for equivalence between standard deviations, the rule
max(s.d.) <= 2 × min(s.d.)
is often followed [18]. All our statistical tests conform to this rule for task
completion rate comparisons. As we wanted to test for significant differences
within the survey questions, we also checked our survey results. All but three of
the twelve survey tests for statistical differences passed this rule. For the three
tests that failed in terms of having equivalence, the p values were all so small
that it is safe to assume that the result were still significant in determining a
statistical difference [18].
A final concern that we could dismiss by statistical investigation was that
of unfair variance within tasks of the same type. As the experimental design
required two unique tasks for each type, we need to ensure that the completion
times were similar for each task within both tool modes. If no significant difference is found in times between both tasks within each task set, this eliminates
any speculation of a confounded experiment due to non-equivalent tasks. While
any disparity between tasks is negated by the order of the groups and tasks, it
is beneficial to assert that there is no disparity in the first instance.
Our hypothesis is that there is no difference between the means of the groups
that completed the two different tasks for each given task type and tool mode.
For all ANOVA tests, we compute the F statistic which is the ratio of variance
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between and within groups. A low F statistic implies that there is a lot of
variance between groups compared to the within groups variance, meaning it
is likely any difference between the means is due only to chance. When testing
the F statistic, we compare this to the F (I − 1, N − I) distribution, where I is
the count of groups and N is the count of all samples taken. We reject the null
hypothesis that the means are equal if the calculated F test statistic is larger
than the critical value of the F distribution for the corresponding degrees of
freedom (I and N ) and confidence level. In other words, we check the allowable
variance against the actual variance found in the given trial. If the variance
ratio is below the critical point for statistical difference, we can not reject the
null hypothesis of equal means.
If we inspect the resultant p values from an ANOVA report, we reveal the
actual probability that the difference between the sample means has occurred
purely by chance. When we say, for example, that we have a computed F1,4
statistic of 0.13 with a p value of 0.74, this implies that for 74 trials out of every
100, the difference occurred purely by chance. In this case, we have no evidence
to reject the null hypothesis that the sample means are the same. This high
likelihood of detecting a difference only by chance reflects two distributions that
are centered around a similar mean with distributions that overlap considerably.
As an alternative view, the F test statistic of 0.13 is considerably lower than
the critical value of 7.71 for F1,4 at the 5% significance level.
After performing the test we were not able to show differences between any
of the means within a set of tasks for a given tool mode. In collaborative mode,
the between files test gave F1,4 =1.81, p=0.25 and the within files test gave
F1,4 =0.13, p=0.74. In conventional mode, the between files test gave F1,4 =4.69,
p=0.10 and the within files test gave F1,4 =0.37, p=0.58. This gives evidence
that there may not be any difference between tasks for a given task type and
tool mode, as we propose, but to claim outright no significant difference with a
test of such a low power would be considered unwise.

4.6

Summary

The experimental design took a considerable effort design, with duties including precise and unambiguous training manual and task wording, order of task
design, and verification of statistical validity. We were also required to derive
two similar yet distinct conflicting tasks for both within files and between files
experiments, and numerous pilots of the evaluation were undertaken to ensure
that the individual sessions ran smoothly. Accordingly, it is envisaged that this
experimental design can be replicated to save the time of others, perhaps even
using the same set of tasks. Additionally, by using the same experimental design and set of tasks in other studies, an objective comparison between different
tools can be made.

5

Evaluation Results

This section provides details on the findings of the evaluation for the six groups
of participants. The results are discussed further in section 7.
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5.1

Task Completion Times

The task completion times for the tools in collaborative mode were at least twice
as fast as the times recorded for the tools in conventional mode. The comparative differences are presented in figure 7. For within file tasks the difference was
highly significant, (F1,10 = 38.3, p<0.01) as were the between file differences
(F1,10 = 34.2, p<0.01). These significance levels give us confidence that the
results were not obtained by chance; we expect to achieve the same result for
99.9% of trials that repeat this experiment.

Figure 7: Mean task completion times. Error bars show the mean ± one standard error.

5.2

Subjective Assessment

Table 5.2 presents the findings of the survey given at the end of each task
within the evaluation sessions. As mentioned previously, the survey is based
on the NASA-TXL index with a 20 point Likert scale. From the table we see
that for both task modes, participants felt strongly that they understood the
changes of others better, and it was markedly easier to control source files using
the tools in collaborative mode.

Collaborative:
Mean
(s.d.)
Conventional:
Mean
(s.d.)
***<.01; *<.05

NASA Task Load Index: Within, Between
Understanding Understanding
Ease of File
own changes
others’ changes
Control

Perceived
Effort

Perceived
Success

Perceived
Frustration

14.7, 12.1
(4.9, 4.2)

18.8, 9.2
(1.4, 5.9)

16.3, 15.9
(3.5, 3.5)

3.9, 2.9
(3.5, 2.5)

17.9, 16.3
(2.2, 2.5)

3.7, 4.3
(2.4, 2.8)

9.0, 8.8
(4.5, 6.0)
***,–

4.5, 1.8
(4.3, 1.4)
***,***

8.4, 7.6
(4.3, 5.6)
***,***

5.3, 7.5
(3.8, 5.5)
–,*

15.5, 14.4
(3.6, 4.3)
–,–

6.1, 8.3
(4.0, 5.7)
–,*

Table 2: Summary of the subjective measures for tasks: NASA-TLX workload
ratings. Possible values range from 1 (low) to 20 (high).
For perceived frustration, perceived effort and awareness of local changes,
there was a statistically significant difference between the mean response in one
of the two task modes in favour of collaborative mode. For the remaining task
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mode in each survey question, the difference was still favourable towards collaborative mode, but the difference was not statistically significant. For the
perceived success survey question, neither task mode gave a significantly difference in mean response, although the participants again showed a lenience
towards the tools when running in collaborative mode.

5.3

User Preferences

Table 5.3 presents the findings of the survey given at the end of each evaluation
session. This survey focused on general user preferences using a 20 point Likert
scale. The questions within this survey are also presented in table 5.3.
Order

Question

1

In a collaborative, distributed setting, how useful do you think this type
of system will be?
In a collaborative, co-located setting, how useful do you think this type
of system will be?
How much does it help to have the source code shared and managed for
you?
How often would you like to work on collaborative tasks with a system
such as this (a system that updates and shares source files in real time)?
How useful did you find the ability to know what the current global state
of the project is?
How adequately was the awareness support provided (such as user location
feedback)?

2
3
4
5
6

Response:
mean (s.d.)
15.7 (2.1)
15.8 (1.9)
16.4 (2.2)
14.3 (2.2)
14.8 (3.5)
13.0 (4.1)

Table 3: Summary of the subjective measures for overall preference. Possible
values range from 1 (low) to 20 (high).
The results of the user preferences survey was encouraging—all responses
ranged from positive to extremely positive. The participants foresee the collaborative tools as useful in both co-located and distributed settings, they find
the real time synchronisation of code helpful, the feedback support was also
perceived as useful, and they would use CSE tools such as the those used in the
evaluation often if made available.

5.4

User Comments

Instances of recurring comments made during and after the trials are listed in
table 5.4. Of the positive comments we conclude that all users enjoyed using
the system, and they claim that they would use it for most situations given the
opportunity. They also stated that they liked having the source code managed
for most tasks. These comments are corroborated by the results of the user
preferences survey reported in section 5.3.
Of comments to help improve the system, a private work facility is now at
the top of our list for future work; we had considered the idea before and users
appear to be asking for it as well. The remaining comments for improvement
were all related to usability issues we know that we must address as soon as
possible.
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Type
✓
✓
✓
✕
✕
✕

Comment
“The system made coding more enjoyable.”
“I liked the concept of real time development.”
“The collaborative [user] tree was really helpful.”
“The [editor] lag was a bit annoying.”
“A private work area is needed for offline [development] spikes.”
“The editor needs tele-scrollbars to give a better indication of where other users
are within the same file.”
Table 4: User comments.

6

Threats to Validity

A threat to validity that all empirical researchers face is that of the appropriate
use of statistical tests. As discussed in section 4.5.9, we believe that our design
of experiment and use of statistics is valid and meaningful.
Another aspect that is open for discussion for many evaluations is that of
assuming the trial group is in fact a SRS of the global population. This judgement can be made by software engineers, statisticians, or perhaps more suitably
both groups. A statistical purist might argue that a SRS has not been made in
the case of this evaluation, as we have taken the entire population of the class.
Alternatively, a software engineer can argue that this class is a SRS from the
population of typical every-day software engineers. Typical programmers are
hard to define, but experienced and competent Software Engineering students
are probably a suitable average.
Perhaps the threat to validity with the most impact within this evaluation
is that of the source code repository interface. If the interface is too simplistic,
advanced repository users will not be able to use the repository in their usual
manner to avoid getting into programming deadlocks and conflicts when using
the tools in conventional mode. For the set of participants used in this trial, not
one participant mentioned that the interface appeared limited, which suggests
that only highly experience code repository users know how to use them to avoid
concurrency issues as shown elsewhere [13]. We are still confident, however,
that the experiment was indicative of activity commonly associated with code
repository usage, particularly by non-expert users.
On a similar topic, it is conceivable that the user survey results between pairs
might have unfairly high variance due to the imbalance of work—as discussed
in section 4 the first person to check his or her files back into the repository has
less work to do than the remaining participant. We envisage that the combined
opinions of each group should give a fair comparison against the mean efforts
in collaborative mode. It does imply, however, that the tests for differences
between means are potentially less significant than if the effort levels between
participants were perfectly balanced.
A constant factor that we have kept in mind since the idea of performing
user evaluations on our set of tools was that of keeping the experiments realistic
yet measurable. If the experiments are too sterile then we risk having results
that are valid but not genuinely useful in a global context. Unfortunately, the
tasks do need to be reasonably sterile to enable them to be repeatable and
free from confounding factors. While we have designed the tasks as somewhat
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artificial, particularly from the aspects of scripted participant instructions and
conflict resolution, we believe that the evaluation is a reasonable approximation
of tasks and conflicts that will be encountered in everyday Software Engineering.

7

Discussion

The results obtained for task completion rates and subjective measures were surprisingly good considering that no attention had been paid to making the tools
particularly user friendly or refined. While we were very confident that there
would be some difference between the two tool modes in favour of collaboration,
we were surprised that the differences were so large. More pleasing, however,
was the subjective results which showed that users liked using the system and
agreed with our own perceived benefits to software engineering. It was always
a concern that even though the users could perform the tasks faster, they did
not like using the tools in collaborative mode.
While the evaluation tasks involved at least a degree of collaboration between
users, the tasks were not designed specifically in favour of a highly collaborative
approach. Therefore, for tasks that are highly collaborative, such as debugging
or demonstrating new ideas, we have reason to believe that the tools in collaborative mode would perform even better than in this experiment. Similarly,
as the users only had about ten minutes worth of training in collaborative tool
mode, we observed that the collaborative features of the tools were not used to
their fullest potential. Given more experienced users, it is highly possible that
the task completion rates could have been improved upon, and the feedback on
the collaborative mode of work might have been even more positive.
When referring back to the data presented in figure 7, there was a considerably larger gain for collaborative within files tasks than collaborative between
file tasks. A likely explanation for this is that it is not possible to avoid transactional conflicts in between files tasks as it is to avoid merge conflicts during
within file tasks. Programmers still have to discover the transactional error and
then correct it for between file tasks, whereas with within files tasks they can
detect the potential conflict and avoid it altogether. Regardless of the relative
difference between the two tool modes, between files tasks are still a lot faster
in collaborative mode than conventional mode because the error is detected
immediately, not after a file merge and rebuild.
An interesting observation during the experiments was that when participants did not stop and talk with each other in collaborative mode for within
files tasks, they still managed to accomplish their code changes without noticeable hindrance. They simply engaged in a brief ‘editing war’ where even
though their changes were being interrupted, both users very soon had their
code changes in place. Under normal circumstances we would expect users to
slow down and discuss collaborative edits that occur in the same region of code,
but some participants in this experiment were highly task oriented due to the
nature of the evaluation.
We feel confident that our results can be used beyond the scope of this
evaluation, within reason. Given larger numbers of users within a group, a
wider range of users, and different types and sizes of tasks, we believe that our
tools would give similar results to those reported in this paper. Certainly some
common tasks, such as algorithm design and development, should be performed
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in a private work area, but the majority of Software Engineering tasks are likely
candidates for CSE tools such as ours. As the number of users in a group
increases, so too does the amount of collaborative user activity, but the same
problem also faces conventional tools and code repository systems.
In summary, all of the measurable aspects of this evaluation produced pleasing results, which assists us in confirming both the quality of the current set
of CAISE tools as well as the principles of the underlying architecture. Additionally, we have also engaged in other forms of evaluations for the set of tools
currently under investigation. For example, we recently proposed a set of heuristic evaluations for CSE tools that promote their continual improvement during
the entire development life-cycle [6]. Accordingly, the set of CSE tools presented
in this paper are constantly refined through such heuristic evaluations, which
allows us to anecdotally confirm the solidity of their design.

8

Conclusions and Future Work

Synchronous Software Engineering, including associated tools, is an area of active research at present, with many new tools being introduced both throughout
the research field and the software engineering industry.
We have developed one of the first sets of general-purpose tools to engineer
software collaboratively and in real time. Many questions arise from these tools
and the associated modes of work, such as do the tools really work in practice, and will programmers want to develop software collaboratively given the
technologies to do so. It is very important to start objectively evaluating such
tools; there have been many papers of tools that appeared as good ideas in the
research lab but when evaluated failed to reach the expectations of both the
researchers and test users.
Through our evaluations we have shown examples where our set of CSE
tools not only significantly outperform their conventional counterparts, but users
prefer using them, their perceived success is higher, and their perceived effort
and frustration levels are lower. Our results strongly suggest that collaborative
tools such as text editors can improve the productivity of software development.
Subjective results also suggest that providing users with a constantly updated
global project state appears to help developers rather than hinder. Most other
aspects of participant feedback were highly positive as well.
In summary, we can now confirm through empirical results that our anecdotal assumption of moving software engineering tools into the realm of computer
supported collaborative work has real benefits in terms of task completion rates,
and other perceived benefits as well. We have also shown that our tools stand
up to testing with users that have had no previous exposure or experience to
them, even when completing considerably comprehensive tasks within a nontrivial application. From the results of this statistical evaluation, previous positive feedback from associated researchers and software engineers, and continual
refinement from heuristic evaluations, we are strongly encouraged to continue
further research and development of collaborative tools for software engineering.
This evaluation was restricted to investigating the effects of collaboration
on core task completion rates where all other software engineering factors were
controlled. We encourage other researchers to repeat this experiment on their
tools for comparison. For our research, an important further step is to investi-
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gate how users interact with each other and the collaborative tools given more
complex and open-ended sets of development tasks.
We also advocate investigations into actions of participants at a fine-grain
level during collaborative tasks over long periods of development [6]. Given the
positive user feedback from this evaluation, and the reliability of the latest version of CSE tools, a longitudinal study of collaborative development behaviour
will be the basis of another future study.
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A

Evaluation Documents

The full task sheet, training manual, answer sheets and participant surveys are
available for download from www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/clc/cse.

A.1

Training Manual

Excerpt from the introduction

Excerpt from the CVS interface section
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A.2

Training Tasks

Excerpt from a conventional between files training task

Excerpt from the training tasks answer sheet
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A.3

Evaluation Tasks

Excerpt from a conventional within files evaluation task

Excerpt from the evaluation tasks answer sheet
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A.4

Participant Surveys

Excerpt from the end of task survey

Excerpt from the end of session survey

B

Source Code

The Java source code for both the training and the evaluation applications are
also available for download from www.cosc.canterbury.ac.nz/clc/cse. This
includes the images used for the animations.
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